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Good as new! After your doors are repaired by Beacon Windows you get a “Pinkie Guarantee.” (As in,
you’ll be able to open your sliding doors with your little finger)

Sliding Door Problems Solved
By Renee Burrell

To repair or replace? . . . Here’s good news for wrong with sliders, but also about the rules and
everyone who is tired of fighting with their sliding regulations they are subject to like building
glass doors yet doesn’t want to shell out thou- codes, EPA lead paint laws and the like. She even
sands for new ones. Beacon Windows, a family run helps condo owners get things right by commubusiness, is earning a stellar reputation throughout nicating with their associations.
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said: “Our crews have extensive at the Alden Beach Resort in St Madeira Beach, and if someone
knowledge on how to repair Pete Beach, saving the hotel thou- is having problems with sliding
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beach we found that all of the screws holding the our sliding doors were very difficult to open.
sliding glass door components together had rust- Locks weren’t working, tracks were worn...We
ed out. This resulted in the glass separating from basically had an issue with every door. Over a
the frame in the door. Normally most people three-month period Beacon took them down,
would have said this was un-fixable, but by care- apart —whatever it took to get them working. I
fully analyzing the situation we were able to highly recommend them.”
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Lizette LaForge has been in the door and win- replaced (average cost $3,000-$5,000) call Beacon
dow business for the past six years. Her husband Windows at 727-641-8106 and ask for Lizette.
Steve, is a master installer. Lizette is quite knowl- They welcome the chance to earn your business
edgeable not only of the many things that can go and look forward to speaking with you soon.

